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ABSTRACT
The size of routing tables in the default free zone (DFZ) has
exceeded 350000 entries by now and will grow even more
in the future. The reasons behind this rapid growth are
provider-independent addressing, multihoming and tra�c
engineering. IPv6, providing a much bigger address space
than IPv4, allows for more devices to be connected. As a
consequence, routing does not scale anymore and measures
have to be taken in order to reconstitute scalability in the
Internet. Many approaches which try to do that are based
on a Locator/Identifier (Loc/ID) split. It modifies the cur-
rent addressing paradigm by splitting locators for routing
purposes from identifiers of end-systems. This paper is a
survey of the Loc/ID split. It explains its general ideas and
describes implementation e↵orts.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In its early stages, the Internet was only a network of a few
research facilities. Nowadays over 2 billion people have ac-
cess to the Internet, with even more to come [1]. The number
of hosts has reached a point where they cannot be numbered
using the address space of IPv4. IPv6 provides a much big-
ger address space, making it possible to connect more users
and devices, as a result solving the issue of address deple-
tion. However, IPv6 reinforces scalability problems at the
same time. Besides the increase of users, di↵erent behav-
iors of Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and their customers
challenge the current Internet architecture. There has been
a shift in how customers use the Internet. A growing interest
in multihoming, thus being connected to multiple providers
instead of just one, can be recognized since users want reli-
able access to the Internet at all time. Also, an increasing
number of mobile devices are connected to the Internet, cre-
ating a demand for support of mobility. Providers on the
other hand perform tra�c engineering. The way these ac-
tions are performed and these demands are fulfilled today are
reasons for the rapid growth of routing tables in the DFZ,
as shown in Figure 1. The present routing architecture will
not be able to scale having to cope with the resulting entries.
Another reason for the observed scalability problems are the
overloaded semantics of IP addresses [27]. IP addresses are
used for both identifying end-systems and locating them for
routing purposes. Yakov Rekhter once stated: ”Address-
ing follows topology or topology follows Addressing. Choose
one.” [27] But routing is most e�cient when addresses are as-

signed topologically, while handling of end-systems requires
exactly the opposite. The single numbering space currently
in use certainly cannot serve both. Therefore, a split into
two separate spaces, one for identifiers and one for locators
has been proposed. Using Loc/Id split principles a host has
an identifier and a locator instead of one address for both
purposes. Some of the Loc/ID split proposals mainly focus
on mobility, but other approaches are expected to solve all
the issues addressed above.
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Figure 1: Size of routing tables in the DFZ [14]

This paper is structured as follows. A motivation for the
Loc/ID split and a short review of current routing is given
in Section 2. General ideas and performance measurements
are explained in Section 3. Section 4 introduces one specific
implementation in detail and gives a brief overview of other
approaches. Section 5 finally concludes the paper.

2. MOTIVATION FOR THE SPLIT
As already mentioned in the introduction, today’s routing
does not scale anymore for various reasons. Accordingly,
some changes to the inter-domain routing protocol Border
Gateway Protocol (BGP) have been proposed (e.g. [2, 31,
7]). Unfortunately they imply changes that are hard to de-
ploy.

2.1 State-of-the-art routing and its problems
2.1.1 Current routing

The Internet consists of over 35000 autonomous systems
(ASes) [14]. Communication can happen either within a sin-
gle AS or between multiple ASes. Therefore, a distinction
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between intra- and inter-domain routing is drawn. Intra-
domain routing takes place within a single AS, while Inter-
domain routing handles communication between di↵erent
ASes. Both use di↵erent routing protocols that are adapted
to the location where they are deployed.

Routing tables within an AS are created by assigning ad-
ministrative costs to all links and then use the path with the
lowest cost to forward tra�c. Intra-domain routing mostly
uses link-state routing protocols like OSPF [30] or IS-IS [29].
In link-state routing protocols, routers do not only learn who
their neighbors are, they also receive the topology of the sys-
tem. Using this information, routers can calculate the best
path to a desired destination. In intra-domain routing an
additional default route can be specified if routing tables
contain no match to the destination address. Larger ASes
sometimes divide their network into several smaller networks
to keep routing within their AS simple and scalable.

Inter-domain routing, on the other hand, uses BGP, which
is a path vector protocol. A BGP router tells its neigh-
bors which prefixes are reachable over its own network and
which ASes need to be traversed to reach a destination AS.
A router then looks up a packet’s next hop by searching for
the longest prefix match in its forwarding information base
(FIB) which is based on the information found in routing
tables. Contrary to routers in edge networks, routers in the
DFZ do not provide a default route if no match for the des-
tination address can be found. They have an entry for each
reachable prefix, causing routing tables to grow with every
additional reachable prefix [23].

2.1.2 Scalability

The number of entries in routing tables in the DFZ is in-
creasing rapidly. Along with routing table size, update rates
also rise. Update rates are usually around 1–10 update mes-
sages per second and peak at approximately 1000 updates
per second. Additionally, with the transition to IPv6, larger
update rates and routing tables can be expected. As a result,
future routers must be very powerful in order to answer all
route requests without significant delay. They need to pro-
cess tra�c fast, handle a large amount of updates and store
all needed information in their memory. Researchers argue
this cannot be accomplished at reasonable cost [27].

Thus, handling the growth of routing tables can only be
achieved by eliminating the reasons for the growth. The
reasons are provider-independent addressing, multihoming,
tra�c engineering and countermeasures against prefix hi-
jacking.

In general, IP address space can be owned by either providers
or customers. If the provider is the owner of the address
space and the customer only rents it, the addresses are called
provider-aggregatable (PA). If the addresses belong to the
customer, they are provider-independent (PI). A customer
with PA addresses has to renumber all his devices when
changing providers. Since his new IP address space is a sub-
space of the providers AS, no additional entries or BGP up-
dates are needed. However, the renumbering is still a costly
process which customers would rather avoid. In consequence
many customers prefer PI addresses. Provider changes of
customers with PI addresses cause updates and new BGP

entries because their addresses are usually not aggregatable
with the ones of the new provider.

Customers can be interested in multihoming for di↵erent
purposes. Reliability and service di↵erentiation are two ex-
amples. The connection to multiple ISPs can make the In-
ternet connection of a customer more reliable. If the con-
nection to one ISP fails, a fallback connection to another
provider can be used. This causes several BGP entries for a
single prefix. A customer could also decide to use di↵erent
providers for diverse services. A portion of the customer’s
network is assigned to each service, which is then connected
to an ISP. Several longer prefixes are announced to BGP
instead of one prefix for the whole network.

Providers use tra�c engineering to improve performance and
use their network’s resources more e�ciently. For example,
they announce more specific routes, thus longer prefixes, to
BGP in order to attract tra�c at certain gateways. Coun-
termeasures against prefix hijacking also cause providers to
announce long prefixes into BGP. In this case, the longest
possible prefix is injected into BGP, to prevent a malicious
AS to insert a longer prefix and thereby attracting all the
tra�c. This is mostly done for important services like the
Domain Name System (DNS) [27, 23].

2.1.3 Mobility

Researchers expect the number of mobile Internet users to
surpass the number of fixed Internet users by 2014 [12].
They also state that with use of the Loc/ID split the impact
on routing scalability could be kept at a minimum. The main
challenge in mobility is to maintain the connection between
hosts, e.g. TCP/IP connections, even if one of the hosts is
changing its location. TCP uses IP addresses as identifiers
for a connection. When a host moves from one network to
another, his IP address changes and the connection is lost.
For this reason, the IP address should stay the same, but
this interferes with Internet routing. The Loc/ID split pro-
vides a solution to accomplish both, keeping IP address and
still be able to route properly at the same time.

2.2 Proposed Enhancements to BGP
E↵orts have been made to make BGP scalable again, but
those are almost impossible to deploy since the Internet is
too widely distributed to swap out a protocol on a certain
day. Other proposals leave BGP as it is today and intro-
duce an overlaying architecture. Among these are aggrega-
tion proxies [34] and lookup systems for nonroutable prefixes
[13]. Unfortunately, both approaches are hard to deploy
since they require major changes to the Internet in order to
work e�ciently [23].

2.2.1 Aggregation proxy

ISPs do not announce their prefixes directly to BGP, but
to an aggregation proxy. The proxy receives multiple long
prefixes, aggregates them to a shorter prefix and then an-
nounces the result to BGP. Tra�c directed to one of these
ISPs is always routed via the proxy, which tunnels the pack-
ets to the right destination. The example in Figure 2 shows
four networks with prefixes 10.10.0.0/24, 10.10.1.0/24,
10.10.2.0/24 and 10.10.3.0/24. The aggregation proxy
aggregates the networks to the shorter prefix 10.10.0.0/22
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10.10.3.0/2410.10.0.0/24

Figure 2: Aggregation Proxy, see [23]

and inserts it into BGP routing tables. This way, routing
tables altogether contain fewer entries. In the example, the
routing table size is reduced by 3. However, routing via the
proxy could lead to longer paths compared to the original
BGP path. Another disadvantage is that it is not clear who
should be in charge of operating proxies [23].

2.2.2 Lookup System for nonroutable prefixes

Similar to the concept of aggregation proxies, long prefixes
are not announced, when using a lookup system for non-
routable prefixes. Instead, they are put in a DNS-like lookup
system. Along with the prefix, an entry contains a router
over which the prefix is reachable. This router is usually part
of the same AS as the prefix. The prefixes in the lookup sys-
tem do not occur in BGP routing tables, thus they are not
routable in the DFZ. If a router receives a packet he cannot
find a matching prefix for, he queries the lookup system.
The lookup system replies with the address of the router
the destination address can be reached over. The router
then encapsulates the packet towards the received address,
where it is decapsulated again and forwarded to the destina-
tion address via intra-domain routing. The process is shown
in Figure 3.

Border router with
routable address
A.B.C.D

Lookup System
for non-routable
adresses X.Y.Z.0/24

X.Y.Z.0/24

A.B.C.D

Figure 3: Lookup System, see [23]

Deploying this approach requires even more reformation than
the deployment of aggregation proxies. The functionality of
looking up nonroutable prefixes on one hand and tunnel-
ing packets on the other hand has to be introduced in BGP
routers. Additionally, the lookup system itself needs to be
created [23].

3. THE LOCATOR/IDENTIFIER SPLIT
The Loc/ID split is a principle many proposals solving scala-
bility issues use. The following section first describes general
ideas di↵erent approaches have in common and then analy-
ses the performance of those approaches.

3.1 General Ideas
All Loc/ID split solutions have in common that they create
two di↵erent namespaces for locators and identifiers. While
in some approaches both locator and identifier remain IPv4
or IPv6 addresses, other solutions create a new namespace
for identifiers.

The Loc/ID solutions that have been proposed so far, fall
into two major categories: Map-and-encap and Address Re-
writing. [6] gives a detailed comparison of both approaches
that will be briefly explained in the following. They can also
be classified by the network element, at which they require
changes. Host-based solutions require changes at hosts while
router-based solutions imply new functionalities in routers.
Hybrid solutions also exist.

Map

Payload       
DST (ID)
SRC (ID)

Payload        
DST (ID)
SRC (ID)
DST (Loc)
SRC (Loc)

Payload        
DST (ID)
SRC (ID)

Encap

Figure 4: Map and Encap

Map-and-encap stands for approaches that use a mapping
system and encapsulation. A host that wants to send data
to another host outside its own domain starts by looking up
the IP-address of the desired destination in DNS and fills
it into the IP-header. Then, the packet travels through the
AS. The border router looks up the locator for the desti-
nation address and encapsulates the packet. Next, BGP is
used to transport the data to the router with that address,
where it is decapsulated again and then forwarded to the
destination host. The principle can be seen in Figure 4.
Map-and-encap solves discussed challenges for scalability is-
sues: Customers can easily switch providers because instead
of BGP updates and new entries, only the locator-identifier-
mapping in the mapping systems has to be updated. Mul-
tihoming and tra�c engineering are also supported. The
mapping-system can contain several locators for an identi-
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fier. Inside an entry in the mapping system, priorities and
weights can be assigned to a locator, so that tra�c can be
directed in a desired way. However, encapsulation adds an
additional header to a packet. Packet sizes might come in
conflict with Maximum Transfer Units (MTU) and require
fragmentation in consequence [23, 25].

Payload        

DST(Loc)
DST (ID)

unspecified
SRC (ID)

Payload        

DST(Loc)
DST (ID)

SRC(Loc)
SRC (ID)

Payload        

unspecified
DST (ID)

SRC(Loc)
SRC (ID)

Address Rewriting

Figure 5: Address Rewriting

Address rewriting solutions take advantage of 128-bit IPv6
address, using the top 64 bits as a locator and the lower 64
bits as an identifier. A host sending a packet specifies the
lower 64 bits by inserting its identifier. What happens to the
top 64 bits di↵ers in the individual implementations. The
top 64 bits could for example be filled with an unspecified
value, when a host has no information about its correspond-
ing locator. The locator is then filled in by the border router
from where the packet is traversed to the border router of the
destination AS. This router replaces the destination locator
bits and directs the packet to the destination host [25]. The
basic concept can be seen in Figure 5. While some address
rewriting approaches require a mapping system, other as-
sume certain host abilities. Once a border router has made
an initial address choice, the host is supposed to use that
choice in ongoing communications. Multihoming and traf-
fic engineering are also controlled by border routers. They
can change the source address of outgoing data in order to
redirect returning tra�c. When changing providers there
is again no need for renumbering since the global routing
architecture has no knowledge of identifiers. [6]

In the area of mapping systems used by map-and-encap ap-
proaches, several things need to be considered. One goal is
to keep the product State ⇥ Rate small. Rate refers to the
update rate of identifier-locator-mappings. State means the
size of the mapping system in bits. Since most estimates put
state around O(1010) [26], the update rate should be small.
The same accounts for latency triggered by the lookup in the
mapping system. Since a router has to query the mapping
system every time it has no information about an identifier,
it is convenient for routers to have a local cache. In some
mapping system proposals, a router even holds a copy of
the whole mapping database. If a mapping is not in the
cache, a packet can either be stored and delayed, dropped
or forwarded to a place where the mapping is known. Obvi-
ously this should occur very infrequently. There exist three
di↵erent kinds of mapping systems: Pull, Push and hybrid
systems that apply a push/pull strategy. In pull systems the
router is responsible to maintain mapping entries, while in

a push model the mapping service itself initiates updates.
Hybrid systems push only some of the data, for example to
intermediate databases, while others mappings need to be
specifically pulled [23, 25].

Another issue to be considered when implementing a new
protocol is incremental deployability. That means protocols
should always provide ways to interoperate with the legacy
Internet [18]. Otherwise, a protocol has to be deployed in
a widely manner from a specific day on to benefit the In-
ternet’s architecture. Some approaches achieve incremental
deployability by introducing additional proxy gateways, oth-
ers do not need additional entities.

3.2 Performance Analysis
In terms of scalability, the Loc/ID split has two major impli-
cations on inter-domain routing. First, BGP routing tables
are reduced and second, the BGP update rate decreases.
Using data from a time span from January 2004 until June
2008, Dong et al. [8] could make assumptions on how big
the impact of Loc/ID split would be. They came to the fol-
lowing results. There are two di↵erent kinds of ASes: stub
ASes and transit ASes. Transit ASes deliver data to other
ASes and correspond to service providers. Stub ASes, on the
other hand, only appear at the end of an ASes path, hence
they are customer networks. Stub ASes account for about
80 percent of the total number of ASes, leaving around 20
percent for transit ASes. Even though transit ASes take
up only about 20 percent of the number of ASes, the frac-
tion of prefixes belonging to them is much bigger with 60 to
65 percent. This is because transit ASes usually are larger
than stub ASes. The Loc/ID split keeps multihoming and
tra�c engineering activity in customer networks away from
routing in the DFZ. Prefixes of customer networks are not
announced into BGP. Thus, routing tables can be reduced by
the number of prefixes in stub ASes. Dong et. al. also state
that stub ASes are responsible for approximately 50 to 60
percent o↵ the updates in BGP which would be eliminated
with Loc/ID deployment. BGP update rates are thereby
also reduced.

Map-and-encap protocols add an additional header. On
account of this header, tra�c overhead is produced. Ian-
none and Bonaventure measured this overhead among other
things using data collected at their university and published
their results in [15]. They state that 4 to 15 percent overhead
in outgoing and 2 to 10 percent in incoming tra�c are pro-
duced. In their opinion overhead caused by encapsulation
should therefore not cause any problems. In [16], the au-
thors report that the additional delay due to encapsulation
and decapsulation packet forwarding is around 1µs, only de-
capsulation in IPv6 causes higher delay with approximately
3µs. The extent to which encapsulation causes problems
with MTU is to date unclear, but some possibilities to deal
with MTU issues are suggested in [9].

The performance of many Loc/ID solutions additionally de-
pends on the mapping system. In general, in push systems
latency is small, while state is big. With pull systems it
is the other way around. In push systems, routers already
have all the mapping information on cost of having to save
it. Pull systems require less memory, but have to query the
mapping system more often instead. Hybrid systems create
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Payload        
DST: 2.0.0.2
SRC: 1.0.0.1
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Payload        
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Payload        
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Payload        
DST: 2.0.0.2
SRC: 1.0.0.1
DST: 12.0.0.2
SRC: 11.0.0.1

Figure 6: Path of a packet in LISP, see [26]

a balance between state and latency. The state of databases
in mapping systems has been addressed in [22]. Assuming
that the average identifier multihomes with three ISPs and
additional information for, e.g. security, is saved in an entry,
the authors of this paper claim that the entry in a mapping
database when using IPv6 is about 178 bytes long. With
currently about 106 needed entries, mapping databases take
up about 178 MB. Evaluation of performance in mapping
systems in terms of caching hit rates and update rates have
also been discussed in several papers [22, 15, 33]. But they
each focus on one specific approach and are, therefore, not
discussed here.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
This section covers specific Loc/ID split solutions. First, the
Locator Identifier Separation Protocol (LISP) is explained.
Since LISP-Alternative-Topology (LISP+ALT) is the cur-
rently preferred mapping system with LISP, it is discussed
as well. Finally, a brief overview on other Loc/ID protocols
is given.

4.1 Locator Identifier Separation Protocol
LISP is a map-and-encap-protocol. The split is done by
introducing endpoint identifiers (EIDs) and routing loca-
tors (RLOCs). Both are IPv4 or IPv6 addresses, but only
RLOCs are routable in BGP. The border router perform-
ing encapsulation and decapsulation are called ingress tun-
nel routers (ITR) and egress tunnel routers (ETR) [9]. The
communication between two hosts in the same LISP-domain
works exactly as it does today. But, if two hosts in di↵er-
ent LISP-domains want to communicate, the map-and-encap
mechanism is needed. For this, the mapping system is re-
quired. It is queried by an ITR, when the ITR does not
have a so-called EID-to-RLOC mapping in its local cache.
An ITR is responsible for encapsulating a package and send-
ing it towards the specified ETR in the destination domain.
An ETR on the other hand has to decapsulate incoming

tra�c and forward data to its destination.

An example for the path of a packet can be seen in Figure
6. The steps from the first host sending the packet until the
second host receives it are the following [26]:

1. The host with EID 1.0.0.1 wants to send a packet
to the host with EID 2.0.0.2. It simply puts those
addresses in an IP packet and sends it.

2. The packet traverses the AS until it reaches a border
router. In this case, it is the ITR with RLOC 11.0.0.1

3. Assuming the ITR already has a mapping for 2.0.0.2
in its cache, it encapsulates the packet with a new
header. Here, the mapping of EID 2.0.0.2 returns
the RLOC 12.0.0.2. 13.0.0.2 also could have been
chosen. The additional header has the RLOC of the
ITR as source address and the result of the EID-to-
RLOC-mapping of 2.0.0.2 as destination address.

4. Next, the data is send to the ETR with RLOC 12.0.0.2

using BGP.

5. The ETR decapsulates the packet and forwards the
packet to the destination address.

As already mentioned, protocols should provide some way to
be reachable by hosts in the legacy Internet and also reach
those nodes themselves. When a host wants to send packets
to a non-LISP host, the ITR could simply forward the packet
without encapsulation. But most providers make sure they
do not process tra�c not belonging to their customers. As
a solution, a proxy ETR (PETR) and a proxy ITR (PITR)
have been introduced. They are located in networks that do
not check source addresses that way. The IP address of a
legacy host is not listed in the mapping system with EID-to-
RLOC-mappings. So, if an ITR cannot find a mapping for
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Figure 7: Path of a packet in LISP+ALT when a cache miss occurs, see [26]

an EID it detects that communication with a legacy host is
wished. Then, the ITR forwards the data to a corresponding
PETR, which can simple transport it to the destination. In
case of the other direction, PITRs announce all prefixes via
anycast, they want to attract tra�c for, thus all addresses
used for EIDs. This has to be done since EIDs are not
globally routable. PITRs then basically work like normal
ITRs. They perform a mapping and then tunnel data to
their destination [24].

LISP is a protocol that also provides an architecture to in-
tegrate mobile hosts. Its name is LISP Mobile Node (LISP
MN). LISP MN allows mobile hosts to multihome and TCP
connections to stay alive while roaming. The current pro-
posal of LISP MN seems to have some advantages over Mo-
bile IP, the most common approach to provide mobility, but
new problems have also been experienced. A detailed de-
scription is given in [24]. The problems are also addressed
in this article.

4.2 LISP Alternative Topology
LISP Alternative Topology (LISP+ALT) [10] is the cur-
rently preferred mapping systems used with LISP. Basically
this mapping system introduces an overlay structure only
for handling EID-to-RLOC-mappings. LISP+ALT is a hy-
brid push/pull model. In case the whole database is pushed
to LISP+ALT routers and ITRs have a cache pulling map-
pings as needed. In case of an ITR needing to get a specific
mapping, thus when a cache miss occurs, the ITR can send
either a Mapping Request or a Data Probe. Both are routed
over the alternative topology and result in a Map Reply sent
by the ETR of the original destination EID. A Data Probe
is a special kind of Map Request which already contains the
data to be sent. This prevents dropping or delaying pack-
ets at the ITR. The alternative topology then uses BGP to
forward the data. In order to send a data probe an ITR has
to encapsulate the packet. Since the destination RLOC is
unknown, the destination EID is simply copied.

Figure 7 shows a scenario when a cache miss is experienced.

Here, a data probe is used to retrieve the mapping. The
following steps are performed.

1. The host with EID 1.0.0.1 wants to send a packet to
the host with EID 2.0.0.2.

2. The packet traverses the AS until it reaches a border
router. In this case, it is the ITR with RLOC 11.0.01

3. This time the ITR does not have a mapping for 2.0.0.2
in its cache. It therefore encapsulates the packet with a
new header and sends it to the mapping system. Since
the ITR has no knowledge of the destination RLOC it
fills the destination EID in the header instead.

4. The mapping system then takes care of transporting
the package to the destination RLOC. In this example
13.0.0.2 is used.

5. The ETR decapsulates the packet and forwards the
packet to the destination address. It also sends a map
reply to back to 11.0.0.1 telling this ITR that the
prefix 2.0.0.0/8 can be reached over the two RLOCs
12.0.0.2 and 13.0.0.2. Additionally a priority (p)
and a weight (w) for each RLOC are provided. Here,
both RLOCS have the same priority and weight, so
that tra�c should be split equally among both.

Researchers proposed many other approaches for mapping
systems, namely: APT [20], CONS [4], DHT [19], EMACS
[5], FRMS [22] and NERD [17]. Table 1 shows which dis-
tribution model is used on each case. A brief description of
these mapping systems can be found in [21].

4.3 Other Approaches
The Host Identity Protocol (HIP) is a Loc/ID split pro-
tocol that adds an additional layer between transport and
network layer in the OSI model. IP addresses are kept as
locators, but identifiers get a completely new namespace.
The so-called Host Identifier (HI) is a cryptographic pub-
lic key. HIs are usually not used directly. Instead, a Host
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Table 1: Distribution Models [19]

Mapping system Distributions Model

ALT Hybrid Push/Pull
APT Push
CONS Hybrid Push/Pull
DHT Pull

EMACS Pull
FRMS Hybrid Push/Pull
NERD Push

Identifier Tag (HIT) is used to represent the HI. The HIT
is a hash of the HI and has a fixed length of 128 bit, ex-
actly the size of IPv6 addresses. A representation having
the size of an IPv4 address also exists, the Local Scope Iden-
tifier (LSI). These sizes are used for support of legacy ap-
plications. HITs or LSIs replace IP addresses as identifiers
in TCP connections. In order to establish a connection a
four-way handshake between two hosts, called Initiator and
Responder, is performed. HIP is expected to improve mobil-
ity and make multihoming easier. Furthermore, connections
over HIP are more secure due to the use of public keys as
identifiers. Therefore, HIP combines several functionalities
that are usually provided by separate protocols [28].

The Shim6 architecture is a Loc/Id approach dealing mostly
with multihoming. Both Shim6 and HIP are host-based.
The Shim6 architecture introduces a new layer like HIP
and two new protocols: Shim6 and the reachability protocol
(REAP). Shim6 is the protocol establishing a connection be-
tween two hosts, thus creating a Shim6 context. Shim6 also
uses a four-way handshake. During that handshake a set
of locators for the two identifiers, called upper-layer iden-
tifiers (ULID) in Shim6, is exchanged. A di↵erent context
can be used for each direction. During ongoing connections
a host can send an Update Request containing a new set
of locators, which is then answered by an Update Acknowl-
edgment. REAP is a protocol in charge of failure detection.
A communication usually consists of data tra�c in both di-
rections. If there is only tra�c in one direction, REAP will
send keepalives in the other direction. If at some point there
is no incoming tra�c at either one of the hosts, a failure is
assumed [11].

Six/One Router is an address rewriting approach acting at
the router. A network deploying Six/One Router usually
consists of so-called PI edge addresses. Additionally the
network is assigned a set of transit addresses by each of its
providers. One edge address can be mapped on exactly one
transit address per provider and one transit address corre-
sponds to one edge address. Six/One Router uses a map-
ping system. Either one of the mapping systems proposed
for LISP can be used for that purpose. Border routers, also
called Six/One Routers are responsible for translating edge
to transit addresses. Edge addresses in Six/One Router net-
works are not routable in the DFZ directly, they can only be
reached through their transit addresses. Each time a packet
crosses the border of an edge network a mapping has to be
performed. For incoming packets, the destination address
has to be translated into an edge address. For outgoing data
the source address has to be modified. Six/One Router is a
protocol designed to solve multihoming issues [32].

Another address rewriting approach is the Identifier-Locator
Network Protocol (ILNP). It is also a host-based solution.
ILNP uses the same packet format as IPv6, but splits source
and destination address in half. 64 bits are used as a locator
and 64 bits are used as an identifier. In this protocol, the
identifiers are encoded MAC-addresses. Locators specify a
subnet. ILNP works with DNS, where new kinds of entries
need to be created [3].

5. CONCLUSION
The Loc/ID split is a principle expected to overcome scal-
ability issues in the current Internet routing architecture
while maintaining e�cient support for multihoming, traf-
fic engineering and PI addresses. The performance analy-
sis confirmed that routing tables in the DFZ as well as the
BGP update rate can be significantly reduced by deploying a
Loc/ID principle. 35 to 40 percent of the prefixes in routing
tables can be eliminated by deploying a Loc/Id principle.
Updates can be reduced by 50 to 60 percent. Many dif-
ferent proposals for new protocols using a Loc/ID approach
exist. This paper described LISP as an example of an imple-
mentation mainly focusing on scalability. In the following a
few other approaches have been mentioned. These are HIP,
Shim6, Six/One Router and ILNP. HIP, Shim6 and ILNP are
host-based solutions, which means that they require changes
to the host. Six/One Router and LISP are router-based pro-
tocols and basically require no changes to hosts. While LISP
is a protocol mostly focusing on scalability issues, HIP for ex-
ample addresses secure mobility. Thus, the Loc/Id split can
contribute to solving di↵erent issues. LISP and some of the
other approaches require an additional mapping system to
map identifiers to locators. LISP+ALT has been discussed
in order to give such an example. In general, mapping sys-
tems should minimize the product of update rate and size
of the mapping system (State ⇥ Rate). Since the number
of hosts already is high and will grow further in the future,
the update rate in the mapping system should be kept low.
Performance in mapping systems has been discussed in sev-
eral papers, but still requires further investigation. This
should be done to show that mapping systems are really ef-
ficient and are not only shifting scalability problems from
the routing architecture to mapping systems. The new scal-
able routing architecture relies on a mapping system. If that
mapping system does not scale no progress will be made by
introducing it.
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